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To the Essential Services Commission - Inquiry into the true value of Distributed Generation to Victorian Consumers

The energy market is currently being disrupted by new technology. The old dirty power industries are on the way out. And, that's good news for the future of Victoria.

New technologies such as solar undermine the costly inefficient and dirty business models of big energy. This is what makes their monopolistic behaviour unfair in not rewarding solar owners for their contribution.

The question you need to ask yourself is: what future am I building for Victoria?

This issue of solar feed-in tariff is the thin edge of the shift in the energy industry. This will happen anyway. You can either help it come along easier and faster or you can slow it down. You won't prevent it.

You have the opportunity to facilitate a greener future or continue with our dirty goal driven one. Choose well for my sake, my children's sake and my grandchildren's sake.

We need a fair go for solar contributions to the future of Victoria.